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In t roduct ion  



W hat  is the In ternet  of Th ings? 

➔ “In the Internet of Things (IoT), everything real becomes virtual, which means that each 
person and thing has a locatable, addressable, and readable counterpart on the Internet.”  

➔ Small embedded devices with actuators and sensors that transmit and receive data via 
internet protocol rather than through proprietary means 

➔ Allows devices to be controlled and monitored from anywhere, through web applicat ions, 
smartphones, etc. 



More and more devices rely on internet protocol for communicat ion 



Securit y Issues 



Exam ples of Breaches 

➔ Jeep Cherokee hack - Personal Safety / Automotive Industry 
➔ Vulnerable Hospital Equipment - Healthcare Industry 
➔ Mirai botnet that took down Twitter, Amazon, Netflix and more - Online Services 



Jeep Cherokee Hack  

➔ Uconnect, an Internet-connected computer feature in hundreds of thousands of Fiat 
Chrysler cars, SUVs, and trucks, controls the vehicle's entertainment and navigation, 
enables phone calls, and even offers a Wi-Fi hot spot. 

➔ Uconnect's cellular connection also lets anyone who knows the car's IP address gain 
access from anywhere in the country. 

➔ Attack pivots to an adjacent chip in the car's head unit—the hardware for its 
entertainment system—silently rewriting the chip's firmware to plant code. 

➔ That rewritten firmware is capable of sending commands through the car's internal 
computer network, known as a CAN bus, to its physical components like the engine and 
wheels. 

➔ The attack on the entertainment system seems to work on any Chrysler vehicle with 
Uconnect from late 2013, all of 2014, and early 2015. 

➔ They have yet to try remotely hacking into other makes and models of cars. 



Vulnerab le Hosp ital Equ ipm ent  

➔ Drug infusion pumps: for delivering morphine drips, chemotherapy and antibiotics; 
that can be remotely manipulated to change the dosage doled out to patients. 

➔ Bluetooth-enabled defibrillators that can be manipulated to deliver random shocks to a 
patient's heart or prevent a medically needed shock from occurring. 

➔ X-rays that can be accessed by outsiders lurking on a hospital's network. 
➔ Temperature settings on refrigerators storing blood and drugs that can be reset, causing 

spoilage. 
➔ Digital medical records that can be altered to cause physicians to misdiagnose, 

prescribe the wrong drugs or administer unwarranted care. 
➔ Blue-screen devices and restart or reboot them to wipe out the configuration settings, 

allowing an attacker to take critical equipment down during emergencies or crash all of 
the testing equipment in a lab and reset the configuration to factory settings. 



Vulnerab le Hosp ital Equ ipm ent  Cont inued ... 

➔ These items are mostly connected to internal networks accessible via the internet.  
➔ Hackers could gain access to the devices by infecting an employee's computer via a 

phishing attack, then exploring the internal network to find vulnerable systems.  
➔ A hacker who happens to be in the hospital could also simply plug his laptop into the 

network to discover and attack vulnerable systems. 

"There are very few [devices] that are truly firewalled off from the rest of the organization. 
Once you get a foothold into the network ... you can scan and find almost all of these 
devices, and it's fairly easy to get on these networks." 

   -Scott Erven, Lead Software Tester for Midwest 
HealthCare Facilities 



Mirai Botnet  

➔ Deployed hundreds of thousands leveraged IoT devices that flooded the target with 
various forms of network requests. The IoT devices’ requests exhausted connections to 
the target website preventing server resources from being able to stop any requests of 
malicious or benign intent. 

➔ Command ‘n control server (CNC) acquired bots via telnet, which is found enabled and 
exposed as a vulnerability in copious IoT devices running various forms of embedded 
Linux. Combined with a default hardware manufacturer login account, Mirai is able to 
quickly gain shell access on the device (bot). 

➔ The CNC harvests device IP addresses and meta-data acquired via bot scanning and 
discovery of given devices. Once compromised the device will “phone home” to the 
CNC. Meanwhile the device continues to appear to operate normally while it is 
leveraged by the CNC server within a massive botnet composed of hundreds of 
thousands of IoT devices. 

➔ DDoS attacks ranged from 1Tbps to 1.5Tbps, breaking the previous records of 500Mbps 



Types of At tacks 

➔ Man-in-the-middle 
◆ An attacker creates a connection between two network nodes, reading the 

information it receives, and relaying it forward. 
➔ Spoofing 

◆ An attacker has compromised a user profile, and through impersonation 
sends malicious traffic to network endpoints. 

➔ A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)  
◆ An attack that attempts to make an online service unavailable by 

overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources. 



Obstacles to Securit y 



Obstacles to Securit y 

➔ Compared to a PC or phone, updates may be infrequent or non-existent 
➔ Long product lifet imes without act ive management 
➔ Concerns about reliability, safety, efficiency and productivity in industrial environments 

oppose frequent software updates necessary to patch vulnerabilit ies 
➔ Limited computing power and memory within devices prevents complex cryptographic 

algorithms 
➔ Securely connecting to mult iple networks 
➔ Allowing mult iple consumers to collect data, managing contention in access 



“IoT sensors, with their limited computing power are only as secure as the firmware running 
on them, which means that their security posture depends on the readiness of device 
manufacturers to quickly react to attacks when they happen. Successful attacks on IoT 
sensors are difficult to detect because of the limited access to the device's system state, 
insufficient computing power for endpoint protection software to be installed on them, and 
lack of security compliance standards for IoT security best practices.”  

- Chip Witt, senior product manager, threat 
intelligence, HPE Security Research, Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise 



Solu t ions 
IoT devices may be in remote or inaccessible locat ions, as well as being so numerous that 
requiring such authenticat ion methods is impract ical. 

● Immutable hardware-based ident ifiers to establish t rust  of a device are one way to 
combat  spoofing or similar at tack methods 

CPU and memory constraints limit  practicality of current  secure cert ificate solutions 

● The lightweight  SHA-3 encrypt ion has been chosen by the Nat ional Inst itute of 
Standards and Technology for embedded systems such as low-power IOT devices 

The sheer number of IoT devices makes monitoring of networks for security anomalies 
unwieldy 

● The rapid growth of big data systems will allow aggregat ion of network informat ion 
from huge numbers of devices and analysis of anomalies that  would be impossible to 
detect  by other means 



Conclusion  

Internet connected devices are becoming ubiquitous, and there are many challenges in the way 
of securing them against unauthorized use 

Security protocols aimed at embedded devices may provide part of the the solut ion 

Dedicated hardware to prove device identity can also help prevent spoofing attempts 

Big data processing can be used to monitor the huge networks of IoT devices 
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Quest ions? 



IoT Hall of Sham e 
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